Known for its clean lines and geometric shapes in three distinct natural stones, the revamped version of Chapter 11 – Align carries on this same tradition with some exciting new additions. This updated version introduces two new field tile sizes, two mosaic patterns, and Drawn Stone elements that expand upon the theme of this collection.

The acclaimed 3” x 10” bar tile and 6” x 7 15/16” diamond now have two new counterparts: a larger 6” x 18” and a well scaled 8” x 9 1/4” hexagon field tile. All four field sizes are available in all three of the natural stones colors we have come to love in Chapter 11: Pale (light limestone), Shadow (dark limestone), and Suede (grey marble).

The mosaic lineup in Chapter 11 received an upgrade with two new mosaic shapes: Convex and Jax (6 total mosaics). Convex is three solid colored mosaics in each of the available field colors and features a rectangular three-dimensional brick in an offset pattern. Jax is three carefully chosen combinations of the available field colors and is an interesting play on geometric shape that is sure to add visual interest to your installation.

Finally, Chapter 11 will be receiving its own Drawn Stone elements, which are arguably, pieces of art. In total, there will be four stunning Drawn Stone patterns available on Pale Limestone. Two are 6” x 7 15/16” Diamonds named “Loom” and “Graph” and Two are 8” x 9 1/4” hexagons named “Compass” as well as “Geode.”
Please Note:
All product shots are artistic interpretations of actual product. Due to the nature of the printing process, we recommend obtaining physical samples of product for actual color representation.

Chapter 11 Align reflects the shade variations associated with natural stone. As with all natural stone tiles, we strongly recommend laying out and blending the tiles prior to installation. This step will ensure a proper color blend in order to achieve a classic look for your installation.

Jeffrey Court highly recommends sealing all natural stone tiles with a high quality sealer prior to grouting to ensure an easy cleaning and as part of a maintenance regimen. Consult your sealer manufacturer for reapplication recommendations as part of an ongoing maintenance routine.

Designed & imported by Jeffrey Court in California.
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 11 ALIGN

Part # 11908
Name: Trax
Color: Pale
Finish: Honed
Size: 12.625” x 12.125”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 1.063042535 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.
Part # 11907

Name: Trax
Color: Shadow
Finish: Honed
Size: 12.625” x 12.125”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 1.063042535 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11907
Part # 11909

Name: Trax
Color: Suede
Finish: Honed

Size: 12.625” x 12.125”
Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 1.063042535 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11909

M85
Part # 11903
Name: Herringbone Styx
Color: Pale
Finish: Honed
Size: 10.875” x 11.375”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859049479 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11902

Name: Herringbone Styx

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 10.875” x 11.375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859049479 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11904

Name: Herringbone Styx

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 10.875” x 11.375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859049479 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 11906

Name: Stax

Color: Blended Mosaics

Finish: Honed

Size: 12.125” x 11.125”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.936740451 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 11 ALIGN

Part # 11910

Color: Blended Mosaics

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 10.9375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.892469618 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11910

M83
Part # 11920

Name: Hex Mixed Medley
Color: Blended Mosaics
Finish: Honed
Size: 12.4375” x 11”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.950086806 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11920
Montage Board

M84
Part # 11901
Name: Harmony
Color: Blended Mosaics
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.5” x 13.125”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 1.048177083 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11905

Name: Merge

Color: Blended Mosaics

Finish: Honed

Size: 15.25” x 12.9375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 1.370117188 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11942

Name: Jax

Color: Pale w/ Shadow Dot

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 10.625”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.866970486 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 11943

Name: Jax

Color: Shadow w/ Pale Dot

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 10.625”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.866970486 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 11944

Name: Jax

Color: Suede w/ Shadow Dot

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75" x 10.625"

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.866970486 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11944

A&D Sample Card

AP11944
Part # 11945

Name: Convex

Color: Pale

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 12.25”

Thickness (MM): 12

Coverage (Per Piece): 1.010199653 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 11946

Name: Convex
Color: Shadow
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.875” x 12.25”
Thickness (MM): 12
Coverage (Per Piece): 1.010199653 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11946
A&D Sample Card

620 PARKRIDGE AVE. | NORCO, CA 92860
Part # 11947

Name: Convex

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 12.25”

Thickness (MM): 12

Coverage (Per Piece): 1.010199653 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:

Taupe Marble

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

BB11947

A&D Sample Card

AP11947
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 11 ALIGN

Part # 11915

Name: Field 3” x 10”

Color: Pale

Finish: Honed

Size: 10” x 3”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.208333333 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11914

Name: Field 3” x 10”

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 10” x 3”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): \(0.208333333\) Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11916

Name: Field 3” x 10”

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 10” x 3”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.208333333 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11918

Name: Field Diamond 6” x 7.9375”

Color: Pale

Finish: Honed

Size: 6” x 7.9375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.166666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.
Part # 11917

Name: Field Diamond 6” x 7.9375”

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 6” x 7.9375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.166666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11919

Name: Field Diamond 6" x 7.9375"

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 6" x 7.9375"

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.166666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used: Taupe Marble

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.
Part # 11948

Name: Field 8” Hexagon

Color: Pale

Finish: Honed

Size: 9.25” x 8”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.38564 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.
Part # 11949

Name: Field 8” Hexagon

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 9.25” x 8”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.38564 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11950

Name: Field 8” Hexagon
Color: Suede
Finish: Honed
Size: 9.25” x 8”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.38564 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 7 ALIGN

Part # 72702

Name: Field 6” x 18”

Color: Pale

Finish: Honed

Size: 18” x 6”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11951

Name: Field 6” x 18”

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 18” x 6”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 11952

Name: Field 6” x 18”

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 18” x 6”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sq. Ft.

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 72707

Name: Crown 1 7/8” x 11 7/8”

Color: Pale

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 1.875”

Thickness (MM): 25

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.154622396 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11953

Name: Crown 1 7/8" x 11 7/8"

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875" x 1.875"

Thickness (MM): 25

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.154622396 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11954

Name: Crown 1 7/8” x 11 7/8”

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 1.875”

Thickness (MM): 25

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.154622396 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11936

Name: Crown Rex 1 7/8” x 11 7/8”
Color: Pale
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.875” x 1.875”
Thickness (MM): 20
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.154622396 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.
Part # 11937

Name: Crown Rex 1 7/8" x 11 7/8"

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875" x 1.875"

Thickness (MM): 20

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.154622396 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11938

Name: Crown Rex 1 7/8" x 11 7/8"

Color: Suede

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 1.875”

Thickness (MM): 20

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.154622396 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72706
Name: Dome 3/4” x 11 7/8”
Color: Pale
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.875” x 0.75”
Thickness (MM): 19
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061848958 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Cream Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that compliments the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11955

Name: Dome 3/4” x 11 7/8”

Color: Shadow

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 0.75”

Thickness (MM): 19

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061848958 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Beige Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

M81, M82
Part # 11956

Name: Dome 3/4” x 11 7/8”
Color: Suede
Finish: Honed

Size: 11.875” x 0.75”

Thickness (MM): 19

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061848958 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Taupe Marble

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:

M80, M83, M84
Part # 11957

Name: 8" Hexagon - Compass

Color: Drawn Stone

Finish: Honed

Size: 9.25" x 8"

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.38564 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11958

Name: 8” Hexagon - Geode

Color: Drawn Stone

Finish: Honed

Size: 9.25” x 8”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.38564 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Limestone

Collection:

The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11959

Name: Diamond 6” x 7.9375” - Loom

Color: Drawn Stone

Finish: Honed

Size: 6” x 7.9375”

Thickness (MM): 9.5

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.166666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Each

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 11960

Name: Diamond 6” x 7.9375” - Graph
Color: Drawn Stone
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 7.9375”
Thickness (MM): 9.5
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.166666667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Each
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Light Limestone

Collection:
The word Align captures the essence of Chapter 11 perfectly. One definition for the word “align” is related to symmetry “to be placed in a line”, with another being “to bring components or parts into a desirable coordination”. Jeffrey Court’s design objective with Chapter 11 Align is to bring forward clean linear lines and shapes. All Chapter 11 stone finishes are honed to a smooth satin surface that complements the simple design elements.

Samples Featured On: